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Southerman, J. C. (2016). How God got Mary pregnant: And why he needed her. 
Bloomington, IN: Westbow Press. 98 pp. $11.95. ISBN 9781512749427
This provocatively titled self-published book is a sprawling work that addresses 
dozens of biblical questions in addition to that of the title. Jeremiah C. Southerman 
renounced religion and dedicated a decade to rigorous Bible study, writing that “this 
book is a small taste of things I have since discovered.” 
What Southerman discovered and shares over a far-reaching 98 pages is a veritable 
cornucopia of intriguing and oft times eyebrow-raising insights into the fall of man, 
free will, the origin of Satan, the shortcomings of the King James Version, fasting, and 
so much more. The book is free form in structure, conversational in tone, and rife 
with rabbit trails, all of which add to its appeal, as does Southerman’s wit and humor, 
which reveal the author’s delight in penning this unconventional and unabashedly 
unorthodox book.
Southerman claims, “The bulk of this book I got directly from the Holy Spirit 
during my own time in the word” (p. vii). That raises red flags, and one flying high 
is Southerman’s radical free will: “God has a degree of sovereignty … but He is 
NOT in TOTAL control” (p. 66, emphasis in original). This is evident in the book’s 
subtitle – why God needed Mary. Southerman’s theory of exactly how God got Mary 
pregnant pales, however, in light of how God wrought the resurrection of Jesus, 
which is a tour de force of creative hermeneutics. 
I enjoyed spending a few hours with Southerman and examining the fruits of his 
decade of Bible study. This is not an academic text; more a beach book for theology 
buffs. Southerman admits he is more Phil Robertson than R.C. Sproul, sprinkling 
his text with folksy phrasings like “critter,” and “Grandpa Adam.” It is an eminently 
engaging book and an entertaining one for readers unafraid to confront unorthodox 
ideas, willing to be challenged, and equipped to sift wheat from chaff. 
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